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Station 12005+00 to 12102+69......Activities since last SWPPP inspection. The FERC imposed shutdown is still in effect. Due do
limited construction which meets a certain criteria being allowed by FERC, Precision Pipeline installed pipe from station 12018+40
to 12020+00. They padded and backfilled this stretch of pipe as well. This was all the forward progress that could be made in this
area according to the existing criteria approved by FERC. Crews completed the current punchlist items in this stretch of ROW. A
40 foot runner was replaced in the bridge over S-G36 on access road MVP-MN-268.01, and the geotech liner was replaced in the
process. A new sump was added at station 12061+00 to allow water to leave the ROW from an adjacent sump which could not be
built all the way to the edge of the ROW due to a diversion berm. Housekeeping issues were addressed in ATWS-473 near
Catawba Road. ESI started the fish removal process yesterday at the ROW crossing of stream S-G36 where Precision Pipeline
will be reshaping the stream bed tomorrow, 8/17.

A new sump was installed at station 12061+00 to allow water to leave the ROW that was unable to at an adjacent sump. Geotech
and a compromised timber mat runner were replaced at the bridge crossing over S-G36 on the access road. Laborers installed
plywood over the top of all mat hook slots on bridges throughout this stretch of ROW. Housekeeping issues were addressed at
ATWS-473 at Catawba.
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A turbidity curtain was installed downstream
from the crossing @ S-G36 in preparation for
in-stream activity. See photo for location.

ESI expanded the removal area @ S-G36 to
accommodate a pump around for reshaping
the stream bed. See photo for location.

WSSI specialists determined that stream
S-G38 had been adequately restored and did
not require regrading. See photo for location.

ESI continued with fish removal activities at
the S-G36 crossing today. See photo for
location.

Operators finished backfilling pipe to station
12020+00, ~MP 227.4~.

Approximately 0.9 feet will be removed from
the stream bed grade of the S-G36 crossing
tomorrow.
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